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Wang Qiang stood up, a snotty nose and a tear.

Wang Xin is very clean, see the situation does not move to hide a little.

“Cousin uncle, you have to do something for me! This is the son of a bitch who
beat me up like this!”

Wang Qiang said resentfully.

Wang Xin’s heart thudded and a bad feeling rose in his heart.

When he entered, he noticed that there were six people in the room, four of
them were on Wang Qiang’s side, and there was only a little girl beside Lin Ran,
who was also Professor Song’s own granddaughter.

The only person who could beat Wang Qiang up like that was obviously Lin Ran.

Sure enough, only the next moment his thoughts were confirmed by Wang Qiang.

“This is the kid who helped me get beaten up like this, cousin uncle, you have to
do the right thing for me and fire him, plus the scholarship cannot be given out!”

Wang Qiang pointed at Lin Ran with an angry expression.

In Tamkang University, there was a cousin uncle who was the head of the
Academic Affairs Office, and even the tutors had to give him some face in normal
times.

Today, he was actually beaten up by a poor loser. If word of this got out, how
could he still have any face in Tamkang University.

However, he did not notice that as his words fell, Wang Xin’s face changed from
anger at the beginning to fear, with only resentment hidden in the depths of his
eyes.

Lin Ran watched all this without changing his face, sipping his tea in a cloudy
manner, as if the accusations towards Wang Qiang were scratching an itch.

Song Nuan’s heart lifted as he watched, staring deadpan at Wang Xin trying to
see what he would decide.

“Little scum, my cousin’s uncle is the head of the faculty, dare to hit me, you can
wait to be expelled, still want the scholarship, eat shit!”

Wang Qiang, full of disdain, stepped forward and said smugly.



“However, I can give you a chance, as long as you kneel down and kowtow to me
ten times, before shouting grandpa I was wrong, I will consider letting you go!”

Just kidding, if he could really forgive Lin Ran after being beaten like this, the
sun would come out of the west.

Having said that it was consideration, even if Lin Ran did admit his mistake, he
had no intention of letting the former go, he had lost a lot of face in front of his
men this time, if he didn’t get back his face, how would he be able to mix among
them in the future.

“Noisy, I’m waiting.”

Lin Ran laughed lightly, still holding his tea in his hand.

“Cousin uncle, look at this kid, he doesn’t even have you in his sights, expel him
and tell him to go back to the village!”

Wang Qiang said furiously.

However, what was waiting for him was not Wang Xin’s decision, but a “slap”.

Wang Xin slapped Wang Qiang and sent him flying.

“Cousin uncle, you hit the wrong person, it was him! Why are you hitting me!”

Wang Qiang came back with his head in his hands, stifling his frustration.

“It was you who hit him, Lin Ran is a senior student in our school, how could he
possibly hit someone! It was obviously you who brought people here to cause
trouble!”

Wang Xin said in a hateful voice, right now the last person he wanted to provoke
was Lin Ran, and naturally the one he hated the most was also Lin Ran.

His heart was dripping with blood as he lost his position as the head teacher and
lost the amount of money he received every year.

But he did not dare to show it.

With Professor Song behind him, no one dared to mess with him at Tamkang
Hospital, even the headmaster had to weigh in.

He waited patiently for Lin Ran to leave the school, and after he did, the
headmaster would definitely still have his own position as the head teacher for
the sake of his many years of friendship.

But who would have thought that Wang Qiang would be unforgiving to Lin Ran,
and that he would have recruited this fierce man.



This is a professional pit bull!

“Cousin uncle, you’re the head teacher, even if I find trouble first, but he beat me
up like this, if my dad sees it, what am I going to say, that you don’t care about
me?”

Wang Qiang said grimly, and in his words, he even brought out his old man.

“Damn, what a stickman!”

Wang Xin almost died of anger at his words, this Wang Qiang was really
mentioning the pot.

And he even brought up his old man to coerce himself, he almost lost his job, he
still cared about his old man?

“Don’t mess with student Lin in the future, I’m no longer the head of the faculty!”

Wang Xin explained, suppressing the anger in his heart, if it was someone else, he
would have gone up and made a move.

“What? Not the head teacher? You’ve been promoted to headmaster? I told you,
with cousin uncle’s ability and my dad’s financial power, he would definitely
become the headmaster, I never thought this day would come so soon!”

Wang Qiang was overwhelmed by hatred, misunderstood obliviously, and was
still excited.

“Grass! Are you pig-headed? How come I have a cousin and nephew like you!”

Wang Xin spat blood in his heart, relatives are relatives, stabbing knives at
wounds.

Song Nuan looked confused, Lin Ran then laughed in a low voice beside him.

“Wang Xin has been dismissed from his post and has gone to the Logistics
Department!”

“Huh?”

Song Nuan laughed at that, looking at the uncle and nephew in front of him as if
he was looking at two comedians.

“Laozi is not the headmaster!”

Anger danced in Wang Xin’s eyes, and his face was as gloomy as water.

“So it’s the vice-principal? It’s okay, I’ll ask my father to send more money in a few
days, the headmaster will be yours sooner or later!”



Wang Qiang didn’t understand Wang Xin’s meaning and said with a smile of
comfort.

“Pah!”

Wang Xin couldn’t hold back any longer and slapped Wang Qiang away, roaring.

“Laozi is not the vice headmaster, Laozi was dismissed and is now working in the
logistics department!”

“Huh? Cousin Uncle, you’re joking, this joke isn’t funny at all!”

Wang Qiang covered his face and got up from the ground and ran back.

“You’re joking, why don’t you hurry up and apologize to Lin Ran and Song Nuan,
do you animal know who Song Nuan’s father is!”

Wang Xin said angrily, Wang Qiang looked at Song Nuan and shook his head.

“Stupidity will kill you!”

Wang Xin was completely desperate, a henchman beside him thought of it and
hurriedly came forward and said.

“Song Nuan’s father seems to be called Song Yujiang!”

“Song …… Song…Master Song!”

Wang Qiang smiled and fell on his butt, even though his own father was rich and
powerful, there was no way he could compete with Master Song, let alone his
cousin’s uncle.

The most important thing is that you have to be able to get the most out of your
life.
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